A Few minutes with the Boss
By: Joseph Andalina

The pension saga continues
Everyone knows this is the gift that keeps on giving like the proverbial Aunt Martha’s fruitcake
that gets passed around by the relatives. Here it’s the pension legislation that is passed around the
House or Senate floor, hoping that reps will bite and pass something, even if you don’t like the
taste.
We’ll have more in upcoming pieces on the various bills, but this time it’s House Speaker
Michael Madigan with his HJRCA0005. Earlier this month, House Personnel and Pension
Committee passed this amended version of the bill introduced by the Speaker—a Democrat. It
passed 9-0. The bill, in its simplicity, is below.
If approved by voters, it basically mandates that a Constitutional amendment would require a 3/5
super-majority vote of both the House and Senate before any future pension benefit can be
approved.
An amendment was added indicating that an increase in salary will not constitute an increase in
benefits. It obvious means that change in an employee’s pension could not be enhanced unless a
public body at the state and local level gather a 3/5’s vote (a super majority rather than a simple
majority).
Madigan is quoted as saying “It’s very easy to vote for a bill that increases a pension benefit.”
“Everyone would be better served if there was a higher bar regarding pension bills.” I believe
that he is saying is that it is easy for a politician to vote to increase a pension benefit. He appears
to want to make it harder to do so by legislating a super majority vote rather than a simple one.
Yeah, everyone but us public sector employees and unions who have lined up in opposition.
Since the amendment passed, the full House and Senate must pass the bill before it can appear on
a ballot in 2012.
Unless the world does end when the Mayan calendar does, it looks like this bill could pass
further blocking increased pensions in the future for public service employees. Take it on the
chin once again, brother.
What is unknown however is if this can open up the Constitution, it may open up a door for a
myriad of other issues that our political foes could sneak in. A troublesome thought.
And I wonder how this will all affect the pensions of our legislators, or if they will voluntarily
take a hit for the team also. We’ll see, I guess.
Happy Spring. Have a safe Memorial Day.
Vita é Bella
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